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About This Content

Jezioro Bestii or ‘Lake of the Beast’ is an 18-acre lake in the mountains of Poland. This scenic forest lake is a specialist predator
venue and has become famous for its monstrous residents including pike to over 50lbs, zander to over 20lbs and catfish to 85lbs.
Strong equipment and patience is needed if you hook one of these monsters, but the catch of a lifetime is a real possibility – just

mind those teeth when holding the fish!

That’s not all that this venue has to offer: there are also a number of coarse fish to go for including carp to over 40lbs, bream,
tench, roach, rudd and perch. With 13 different species to catch and 25 trophy fish to track down and successfully land, all your

skill and versatility will be needed to become a master of this venue!
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can you fix the game wher you cant touvh the teeth? i cant pass a mission because they cant be ♥♥♥♥ing touched
. Oh god yes!!!. Well the humor is there but it is always the same dent the axe falls into and it gets boring quite fast. The game
itself is also not very interesting. There are many better RPGs on the market. And this one took like 2 hours before starting to
bore me. Not enough for 15 Euro.. This game was amazing. I loved all the characters and interactions.. Definitively not a Triple
A title, definitively too short. But hell a lot of fun.. this is a kind of short wiki with a 3D image instead of a 2D one. there's no
global map. refund here. I think its worth it.
4 characters plus a bunch of items which is basically costumes for any character you want, is a good deal to me.
If you aren't as crazy about Soul Calibur as I am, maybe wait for a sale for the season pass.. I was one of those fools who picked
this game up during a christmas sale where they gave out free stuff for achieving things in games you owned. I miss those days
even if they were shameless reasons to make you buy games.

This game has bad reviews for a reason. I wasted hours trying to get that achievement and never did. It was impossible to keep
enough people together and my biggest issue was the exponetially increasing respawn rate.
die once, 20 seconds, okay, 40 seconds, um, alright, 80 seconds, seriously, 160 second, what the, 320, ARE YOU KIDDING
ME.
trust me, after multiple attempt for one silly achievement it getss annoying.

The game has little depth, boring combat and was barely worth playing even with good friends. don't ever buy this crap. Even if
it's free.
well, maybe if it's free and you want to punish yourself.. I played the bare minimum of this game so I could review it. It was
complete agony. I am going to refund this game soon, but just so you know, tHiS gAmE bAnGeD mE iN tHe PoOpEr.
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First and foremost I find the title of the game misleading. Just looking at the cover you would imagine the game follows some
character who lives a double life; one as a good citizen, the other a darker kind of villain. I was expecting something along the
lines of a Jekyll and Hyde game.

Instead you play as two independent characters one an Irish rascal, the other a straight-laced English policeman. The game
doesn't involve any problem solving but more like going from one place to another clicking on different things, and figuring out
what to do next. The story is enjoyable whilst you're playing it, it unravells nicely and keeps you gripped.

Nothing however can really compensate for how poor the ending is. I'ts not simply that the ending is an unhappy one for both
protagonists but it renders the whole story pointless.

There is one stupid part where you have to steal the ledger from a shop associated with the villain. This involves:
1. Walking outside from the church
2. Walking outside the main gates
3. Walking from outside the main gates to outside the shop.
4. Click on the door.
And thats it. After you click on the door you're automatically sent back to the church after a brief monologue and tell you're
partner "Here you go, I've got the account book" (not the exact wording, but that's basically what happens). Stupid, utterly
stupid.

There are far better point and clicks out there. Find anohter.. This game is, when stripped down, the equivalent of guessing what
number will come up next on the pRNG table that ranges maybe from from 0 to 500,000. With just lots of nice fluff, flavor,
and time sink. At least in vegas you get to know the odds. These devs might not have cared enough to have a clue.
This game does not see any issues with handing a randomly icon sided pair of eight sided dice to play a game that requires the
player to roll an icon, not on either die they were given. As the first thing they needed to do to advance the game.
Offering the player to random redo the dice is the lazy fix for that the designers even allowed to happen.
The game that ends in just one or two rolls, is craps, slot machines, black jack, etc. Games that are not expected to go on long. I
see a game here that seems to expects to go a bit longer for such long odds.
. Unique puzzler. Great for quiet pensive thought.. Let's see, Anything I tried to update it would just cause that device to stop
working completely. Thank god for system restore.. faster achivement game i ever play. :). The game is enjoyable, Not too hard
not too easy, sometimes it can get a bit too confusing with side quests and what not. The biggest problem that I actually faced or
had trouble with was the controls. I wished that the developers have made it easier for the player rather than challenege them.
For example, creating shortcut keys for inventroy, Quest Log, Equip etc.. or the fact that you have to press 'Z' instead of 'E' or
'enter' to interact with any object, or the key 'X' that takes the location of the escape Button ' ESC'. I just wish they fix that
because after an hour of plaing it starts to feel heavy and tiring. Although keeping in mind this is an Early Access Game, and
that they might change/Add a lot of things to the game.. First off, I pre-ordered the game so I got this as soon as it came out.
This DLC adds one building that makes cheese, thats it! So it help you off a little in the Colonial era. It gives you some industry
but later it is completey useless since there a far more efficient industry buildings. Just wait for a sale if you want this DLC, but
overall pertty useless DLC.
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